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FALL | 2018____________________________________________________________________audiovisual installation

Jp Accacio | Fall, 2018 (view of the installation)
Audiovisual installation composed by three 29 inch TV sets showing three 640 x 480p videos with 2’26”, 2’33” and 2’33” respectively, on loop.



QUEDA | views of the installation and videos frames 

 :: video available at www.jpaccacio.com/queda

http://www.jpaccacio.com/queda


FALL | about

Fall is an audiovisual installation composed by three TV sets stacked up one over another, showing a waterfall that when 
flowing becomes image and sound noises.   

The fall is split in three parts, one for each screen. As the water falls the image pixelates and increasingly gains artificial 
appearance. The sound heard is a blend of the nature environment and common noise interference from out of air TV sets, 
which is similar to water falling in great abundance, broadening the ambiguity when distinguishing the present elements. 

The idea of this artwork emerged from observing some parallels between the image of a waterfall previously recorded and 
audiovisual static and noise. These similarities take place both in the audiovisual and, in a conceptual way, towards human 
and technologies development.

Throughout image, sound and objects dialog some aspects are covered in this work. Among those there are the even dim-
mer border between the natural and the artificial and further on the matter of the widespread contamination of both media 
and technology as well as the environment. The old TV sets contribute to this collapsed, decadent and falling character. 

 



THE MUCH I MISS IT | 2018____________________________________________________________video projection

Jp Accacio | The Much I Miss It, 2018 (video frame)
Projection of a 1920 x 1440p video with 8’53” played on loop. 



THE MUCH I MISS IT | video frames

:: video available at www.jpaccacio.com/afalta

http://www.jpaccacio.com/afalta


The Much I Miss It is a video that shows the window light of a slide projector working and switching without images. Under 
this light frame a small fire begins and finishes by not interfering on the action that happens above it. 

Inspired by the fire that destroyed Rio de Janeiro’s Nacional Museum in 2018 this work proposes antagonistic reflections. 
On the one hand questions related to carelessness, deletion and loss are presented, both in the material sense as on the 
memory context. On the other hand there is also an idea of flow and continuity that rules our way of life, wherein we program 
ourselves for the necessity of proceeding in a mechanical way, despite the significant and meaningful events and facts taking 
place around us.   

THE MUCH I MISS IT | about 



MARMÚRIO | 2018__________________________________________________performance + audiovisual installation

Jp Accacio | Marmúrio, 2018 (installation view after the performance)
Audiovisual installation composed by concrete bricks and HD video (16:9) with 8’53” projected on loop. 



MARMÚRIO | views of the installation before and after the performance

:: video available at www.jpaccacio.com/marmurio

http://www.jpaccacio.com/marmurio


Marmúrio is an audiovisual installation that comes from a performatic act. The work is formed by a small concrete brick wall 
having an image of sea projected on it. The performance consists of the gradual removal of the bricks, that are placed on the 
sides and in front of the space, in order to form a new spatial relation between image and objects. 

At the same time that the wall’s removal “frees” the image, the distribution of the bricks in its front blocks the passage of light, 
producing shadows that resemble new buildings that are being built.

The name of this work comes from the Portuguese words “mar” (sea), “muro” (wall) and “murmúrio” (murmur), the last one 
meaning the continuous noise of the sea waves or of the running water. 

MARMÚRIO | about   



RISE ME | 2018_________________________________________________________________audiovisual installation

Jp Accacio | Rise Me, 2018 (view of the installation)
             Audiovisual installation composed by mini projector, mini tripod, old TV set and 640 x 480p video with 3”41’ played on loop. 



RISE ME | views of the installation

::  video available at www.jpaccacio.com/ressuscitame

http://www.jpaccacio.com/ressuscitame


RISE ME | frame of the video that composes the installation 

:: video available at www.vimeo.com/270270899

http://www.vimeo.com/270270899


Rise Me is an audiovisual installation formed by a mini projector that emits images over an old TV set which doesn’t work 
anymore.  

This work investigates the dialogue possibilities among different devices from different times, from the understanding of the 
growing ephemeral character of goods and technologies, and their fast disposal and abandonment. Therefore, the concep-
tion of a talk between two differently aged devices with different working patterns provides them a new alternative of use and 
afterlife. 

The content projected on the TV set is a video that shows an image full of interferences, very common on old televisions, 
interleaved by flashes of iconic scenes from Brazilian and Wordwide TV history. 

As if in an agony and overthrow state, the old set tries to survive, but in order to make this possible it depends on an exter-
nal, contemporary device, that apparently gives it back its vital functions. Therefore, what actually happens it’s just a projec-
tion of something that once was native for itself.

RISE ME | about 



TIME MACHINE  | 2017____________________________________________________________________installation

Jp Accacio | Time Machine, 2017 (detail)
            Audiovisual installation composed by a dot matrix printer, raspberry single-board computer, continuous feed paper and concrete bricks.



TIME MACHINE | views of the installation

:: video available at www.jpaccacio.com/mt

http://www.jpaccacio.com/mt


Time Machine is a dot matrix printer that, while it’s turned on, uninterruptedly prints time minute by minute. The continuous 
feed paper accumulates in space, as a way of materializing the passage of time. Printed sheets of carbon paper are also 
generated and piled up at the device’s back part, as a negative version of what can be seen from the front.

At a time when days and years run faster and faster the artwork suggests that we literally stop to watch time pass. The ma-
chine also reflects a commom condition to many working individuals of contemporary societies, functioning in an uninterrupt-
ed and bureaucratic way, in order to perform a single function and often aging in this circunstance.

Instead of the time machines from movies and books, always endowed with a character of fantasy and a certain trait of free-
dom, this Time Machine works to show the opposite bias.   

TIME MACHINE | about 



INTERLUDES | 2013 - 2019_______________________________________________series of photographs and videos

Jp Accacio | Interlude #1, 2017 (video frame)
HD video (16:9) with 12”06’ played on loop projected or exhibited on a 30 or more inches monitor. 



INTERLUDE #1 | video frames

:: video available at www.jpaccacio.com/intervalos

http://www.jpaccacio.com/intervalos


INTERLUDE #1 - MOVEMENT A

Jp Accacio | Interlude #1 - movement A, 2017
Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



INTERLUDE #1 - MOVEMENT B

Jp Accacio | Interlude #1 - movement B, 2017
Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



INTERLUDE #2 | video frames :: video available at www.jpaccacio.com/intervalos

Jp Accacio | Interlude #2, 2017 (video frames)
HD video (16:9) with 10”28’ played on loop projected or exhibited on a 30 or more inches monitor. 

http://www.jpaccacio.com/intervalos


INTERLUDE #2 - MOVEMENT A

Jp Accacio | Interlude #2 - movement A, 2017
Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



INTERLUDE #2 - MOVEMENT B

Jp Accacio | Interlude #2 - movement B, 2017
Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



Interludes is a series originated from a research that has been going on since 2012, and that presents artworks featured by 
long time photography and video capturing. 

Through visual and sound landscapes modifications, the series speaks about the deconfiguration of the traditional and linear 
notion of time, using fragmented and uncommon narratives. Day and night blend and one cannot certainly distinguish dusk 
from dawn, as a parallel of what happens to us nowadays, when we are asked to experience diverse times simultaneously 
without being ready to deal with this subversion of temporality classical notions. 

This work also deals with the idea of frontiers stretching and dilution. Not only time but audiovisual media and languages 
borders as well, given the hybrid character of video works, which blend static and moving images.

Interludes presents itself at a time where realities, or truth, are increasingly more difficult to be determine, affecting our ways 
of seeing and contemplating and cracking our view. Or views.

INTERLUDES | about 



THIS WAS, IS AND WILL BE | 2017__________________________________________________series of photographs

Jp Accacio | Passage #1, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Passage #5, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Passage #2, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Passage #3, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Passage #4, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



THE BEAUTIFUL CLOSED ALEXANDRE SEQUEIRA’S HOUSE | 2017____________________ audiovisual installation  

Jp Accacio | The Beautiful Closed Alexandre Sequeira’s House, 2017 (parcial view of the assembled installation)
Audiovisual installation composed by 2 HD videos (16:9) with 10’54” each one shown on 20 inches monitors, wooden box with door, 12 photographic prints with 10 x 15 cm and 10 x 10 cm and mini speaker. 



THE BEAUTIFUL CLOSED ALEXANDRE SEQUEIRA’S HOUSE | frames of the videos

:: videos available at www.jpaccacio.com/lcf

http://www.jpaccacio.com/lcf


THE BEAUTIFUL CLOSED ALEXANDRE SEQUEIRA’S HOUSE | photographs that composes the installation

Jp Accacio | The Beautiful Closed Alexandre Sequeira’s House, 2017
12 photographic prints with 10 x 15 cm and 10 x 10 cm



The Beautiful Closed Alexandre Sequeira’s House is an audiovisual installation composed by a text, a movie, twelve pho-
tographies and a recorded testimony. Two monitors are mounted side by side on the wall. In one of them a film shows an old 
house, full of objects and memories, closed for a long time, wich opens during the narrative. To watch this images is neces-
sary to open the wooden box that houses the monitor. On the next screen is shown a text about the experience of being a 
guest of this place. Small photographies and the house’s dweller audio testimony complete the artwork.

This work originated while I took part on an artistic residency in Belém do Pará (Brazil), at the house of Alexandre Sequeira, 
a visual artist and researcher. He invited and hosted coleagues to work at Residência São Jerônimo, his family’s old house 
wich had a noble past, and that has been closed and swallowed by the city during the last decades. 

All the piece was developed from a text I wrote during my staying in the place. It is shown on a monitor as if it was a subtitle 
of an nonexistent movie, and it can also bee seen as a text that illustrates a completely dark environment, and consequent-
ly, closed. The next monitor is housed by a wooden box, the door is closed. One can only listen to the audio of the movie, 
that shows the opening of the house, firstly from its inside and after that to the street. To see the images the box has to be 
opened, in a role reversal game: the text aquires an audiovisual piece format and it’s acessible, while the image is present-
ed covered and blocked by an object that has to be overpassed.

Completing the installation the twelve photographs, made by mobile phone, are set on the wall around a mini speaker, that 
transmits the dweller’s testimony about the house’s history.

THE BEAUTIFUL CLOSED ALEXANDRE SEQUEIRA’S HOUSE | about 



INSOMNIAC | 2017_______________________________________________________________series of photographs 

Jp Accacio | Loureiro > INSOMNIAC. (2017)
photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Deodoro > INSOMNIAC. (2017)
photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Minhocão > INSOMNIAC. (2017)
photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Campevas > INSOMNIAC. (2017)
photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Bovero > INSOMNIAC. (2017)
photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



INSOMNIAC is a series of photographs that intends to show in a ludic way one of the most significant aspects of contempo-
rary society, which is our relation with time. 

In each work of the present series one and only view is photographed many times within an approximate period of four 
hours, from the end of the day to nightfall. The final artworks are composed by digital cuts, in the daily images, of all the win-
dows, commercial environments or any other places where people inhabit, work or share the same spaces. These cuts are 
pasted one by one under a night photograph giving the impression that all of them are “being turned on” and cohabited at the 
same time.  

Through the construction of unusual landscapes a dark empty outdoor world is revealed, opposing to indoor environments 
which never stop to work or turn off, in an imagery metaphor of a society that abolishes day and night, home and work, per-
sonal and collective borders. 

Among so many other afflictions and illnesses triggered by new experiences we’ve been through, insomnia is one of the 
most common and symbolic. Through the production of these photographic assemblages the intention of the artwork is to 
illustrate part of the body of questions involved in this new order we live in. 

 

INSOMNIAC | about 

:: see the whole series at www.jpaccacio.com/insone

http://www.jpaccacio.com/insone


ANTIPODES | 2015 - 2016________________________________________________series of photographs and videos

Jp Accacio | Antipodes, 2015 (view of the two series assembled together)
Two polyptychs with 10 photographs measuring 17 x 17 cm each with two HD videos (16:9) with 7’42” and 3’38” lenght exhibited on loop on 7 inch tablet.  



NAOSHIMA | 2015_______________________________________________________series of photographs and video

Jp Accacio | Naoshima, 2015 (suggested composition)
Polyptych with 10 photographs measuring 17 x 17 cm each and 7’42” video exhibited on loop on 7 inch tablet. 



NAOSHIMA | details



NAOSHIMA | details and video frames 

:: video available at www.jpaccacio.com/antipodas

http://www.jpaccacio.com/antipodas


NAOSHIMA | view of the assembled artwork



AJURUTEUA | 2015______________________________________________________series of photographs and video

Jp Accacio | Ajuruteua, 2016 (suggested composition)
Polyptych with 10 photographs measuring 17 x 17 cm each and 3’38” video exhibited on loop on 7 inch tablet. 



AJURUTEUA | details



AJURUTEUA | details and video frames

:: video available at www.jpaccacio.com/antipodas

http://www.jpaccacio.com/antipodas


Antipodes is a series consisting of photographs and videos recorded by cell phone during travels in 2015 and 2016.

Antipode is a word that designates two diametrically opposed points in geographical means, and thus, very distant places. 
Antipode also refers to the antagonistic and, consequently, to the different.

In 2015, during a trip to Japan I’ve been to the small island of Naoshima, where I made some registers of houses and fa-
cades of local constructions.

In 2016, during a trip to Pará I had the opportunity to visit the small city of Ajuruteua. When walking and observing the place 
I began to see similarities between both localities. Despite of geographic and cultural opposition I was seduced by the possi-
bility of finding links between two worlds so far apart. The idea of joining both works in the same series came up right away.

The video recordings of displacements in Japan and Pará are a way to bring these two antipodes universes even closer.

ANTIPODES | about 



SKY OF SKIES | 2015____________________________________________________________________photography

Jp Accacio | Sky of Skies, 2015
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



SKY OF SKIES | detail



SKY OF SKIES | detail



Sky of Skies it’s a sky idealized image made of a hundred photographies produced between 2013 and 2015. The aim of the 
artwork is to explore the “image of images” concept, where many photographies of a specific matter are assembled in a way 
that the whole view represents, in a ludic way, the same subject.  

SKY OF SKIES | about 



TEMPEST | 2016_______________________________________________________immersive audiovisual installation

Jp Accacio, Duo B, Mateus Leston and Victor Leguy | Tempest, 2016 (parcial view of the installation)
Immersive audiovisual installation formed by projected images with digital interferences and programming, fabrics, flexible mirrors, acrilic 

plates drawned by hand, sound ambiences and soundtracks. 



TEMPEST | photographs of the installation at Casa das Caldeiras - Sao Paulo

:: videos available at www.jpaccacio.com/tempestade

http://www.jpaccacio.com/tempestade


TEMPEST | photographs of the installation at Oficina Cultural Pagú – Santos

:: videos available at www.jpaccacio.com/tempestade

http://www.jpaccacio.com/tempestade


TEMPEST | creative process record



by Ananda Carvalho, curator and art critic invited to follow up the project 

The Tempest began recalling William Turner’s paintings and Shakeaspeare’s texts. However, gradually, it was set that the project’s 
mainframe consists of the connections of the procedure practices of the five participant artists: DUO b (Marcelo Bressanin and Pe-
dro Ricco), Jp Accacio, Matheus Leston and Victor Leguy. 

Within the clouds’ condensation ideas unpredictability, over 10 months, I followed the collaboration/artistic residency meetings of 
these artists at DA HAUS. There, intense dialogues took place, experiences crossed concepts, and gradually, we formed what we 
could call “final installation”, in quotation marks, considering the creation process ongoing movement.  

During the experiments - projections of images, reflections on mirrors and acrylic boards, audio compositions, light movements and 
their drawings - the different visions of each artist and their possibilities of interaction emerged. When documenting these actions, 
there were some images that were only visualized by the eye-photographic-apparatus. In addition, what one could realize, it was not 
necessarily what the other observed or listened to. Among the different perceptions of the work, several questions were elaborated 
on how the images and the sounds were constituted before the Tempest.

Then the artists started to project the images of their own previous recordings, considering the procedural bias that spread before 
this experience. These images were captured again in high resolution and later reread and programmed via software. Other re-
cord-drawings were made. Soundtracks were composed, following the same methodology of composition and decomposition.

Finally, the audiovisual landscapes took over the exhibition space, filling it with overlaps of an organic narrative. Among the figurative 
images of the documentACTION, graphics and abstract images, it is possible to notice everything is in displacement. It can be said 
that the perception moments of experience are ephemeral: when someone asks you to look, it is no longer there.

TEMPEST | critic article 



Tempest is an immersive audiovisual installation created jointly by the artists Jp Accacio, DUO b, Matheus Leston and Victor 
Leguy.

The work derives from a creative process of ten months in which the artists met weekly with the purpose of conceiving a 
work that had as a starting point the concept of storm, referenced initially by the works of the painter William Turner and the 
writer William Shakespeare.

The result of the meetings, conversations and tests carried out in this period is an audiovisual installation composed of a 
thirty minutes film projected out of sync by three projectors located in different points of the installation space.

The images that make up the film began to be captured during the tests, firstly by cell phone and at the last moment by HD 
digital camera. The film of a film idea was greatly explored in this process as the video projected on the current test had 
been captured on the previous week, and it would be captured again to become the material to be projected on the following 
week. Thus a modus operandi was established where the final content is also procedural, whereas each capture a new layer 
was added to the material.

Along with the film projection, that when exhibited undergoes visual programming interference which modifies it, the artists 
created an environment that includes the distribution and placement of flexible mirrors, fabrics, acrylic plates drawn by hand 
and speakers that transmit the sound ambiences and soundtracks composed for the job.

Tempest was awarded first place in the PROAC of Integrated Arts of the State of Sao Paulo in 2016 and has already been 
exhibited at Casa das Caldeiras (Sao Paulo) and at Oficina Cultural Pagú (Santos).

TEMPEST | about 



FLUENT | 2015________________________________________________________________audiovisual performance

Jp Accacio and Duo B | Fluent, 2015 (photographic record of the performance - pool version)
Interactive audiovisual performance with 30” duration



FLUENT | photographs of the installation at Sesc Santos – swimming pool

:: videos available at www.jpaccacio.com/fluente

http://www.jpaccacio.com/fluente


FLUENT | photographs of the installation at Sesc Santos – theatre



FLUENT | photographic record of the performance at Sesc Campinas 



Fluent is an unique audiovisual performance created by Jp Accacio and DUO b, having the collaboration of Andrei Thomaz.

The work was conceived from the studies of Hugo Fortes in “Poéticas Líquidas: a Água na Arte Contemporânea (Liquid Po-
etics: Water in Contemporary Art)”, or more specifically to the idea of “fluidity as transformation”. The artists take advantage 
of the presence of water, in a visual and sound way to create a performance showing diverse aquatic environments to gener-
ate, in real-time, an audiovisual landscape that interacts with the public through sensors distributed in the space.

The first presentation of the work, at Sesc Santos, happened at the swimming pool of the space, where the film was pro-
jected on a big screen and the sensors were spread through the water, in order that the swimmers’ movements in the water 
would interfere in the sounds and noises generated in real time by DUO b.

Fluent was also presented at Sesc Campinas, Red Bull Station and was part of FILE (International Electronic Language Fes-
tival / 2015) programming.

 

FLUENT | about 



Jp Accacio 
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https://www.jpaccacio.com


2018



2017



2016



2015



PREVIOUS



João Paulo Accacio | Jp Accacio
Born 1976, Brazil
Lives and works in Sao Paulo

Visual artist, photographer and videomaker with a BA in Social 
Communication with Radio and TV specialty by FAAP - Fundação 
Armando Álvares Penteado / Sao Paulo (2000), a Postgraduate 
Diploma in Communication and Image Production Practices: Pho-
tography and Audiovisual by Universidade Mackenzie / Sao Paulo 
(2014) and a Postgraduate Diploma in Photography by FAAP - 
Fundação Armando Álvares Penteado / Sao Paulo (2017).

Jp produces works in photography, video, installation and perfor-
mance. His research investigates the constitution and movement 
of the image under the prism of temporal, spatial and narrative 
construction, as well as the possibilities of dialogue and coexis-
tence between languages, media and technologies of different 
periods.

Among the main subjects of his interest are the creation of hybrid 
works that simultaneously shelter the static and moving image, 
the making of unusual and peculiar temporal narratives, the co-
existence between analogical and digital as well as space and 
audiovisual relations, through the exploration and use of diverse 
equipment and technologies of different ages.

BIO AND CONTACT DETAILS

He has been participating in solo and group shows around Brazil 
since 2008, having works exhibited at Memorial da América Lati-
na, Funarte, Museu de Arte de Ribeirão Preto, Museu da Ima-
gem e do Som de São Paulo, Casa das Caldeiras, contemporary 
art galleries and independet venues. He has also exhibited and 
presented his works at SESC Santos and SESC Campinas, Red 
Bull Station, FILE (International Festival of Electronic Language) 
and Casa da Luz, among others. 

He has taken part in some artistic residencies around Brazil 
since 2016. His piece intitled “Céu de Céus” is part of the city of 
São Paulo’s art collection under the care of Centro Cultural São 
Paulo (CCSP).

Contact Details
Rua Raul Devesa, 281, apto. 703 – Perdizes, São Paulo / SP - 
CEP 05012-040 
+ 55 11 983 317 707
jpaccacio@gmail.com
www.jpaccacio.com

mailto:jpaccacio@gmail.com
http://www.jpaccacio.com


CV 2019 

Education

2017
Postgraduate Diploma in Photography by FAAP - Fundação Armando 
Álvares Penteado / SP

2014
Postgraduate Diploma in Image Production Communication and Practice: 
Photography and Audiovisual by Universidade Mackenzie / SP

2000
BA in Social Communication with Radio and TV specialty by FAAP - 
Fundação Armando Álvares Penteado / SP

Solo Exhibitions

2018
- Por Enquanto É Tudo Isso, Casavoa, Rio de Janeiro / RJ

2017
- Isso Foi, É e Será, Qual Casa, São Paulo / SP

Group Exhibitions / Shows / Performances 

2018
- Friccional, Galeria Rabieh, São Paulo / SP 
- Luz de 5ª, Casa da Luz, São Paulo / SP
- 1º Salão KAAYSÁ de Artes Visuais

- FINDeARTe, Da Haus, São Paulo / SP
- Festivau De C4nn3$, Aura Galeria / SP
- Esquina, São Paulo / SP
- re.gis.tro, Galeria Tato / SP

2017
- Improfest, Red Bull Station / SP
- VII Mostra 3M de Arte Digital, Largo da Batata / SP
- Programa de Exposições, MARP - Museu de Arte de Ribeirão Preto / SP
- 5º Salon d’Automne França-Brasil, Memorial da América Latina, São 
Paulo / SP
- Bienal Art Print Brasil, Atibaia / SP
- 29º Inverno cultural UFSJ, São João Del Rey / MG
- FINDeARTe, Da Haus, São Paulo / SP

2016
- Tempestade, Casa das Caldeiras, São Paulo / SP
- Tempestade, Oficina Cultural Pagú, Santos / SP
- Ocupação Aparelhamento, FUNARTE, São Paulo / SP  
- Cinerama, Sesc Campinas / SP
- FINDeARTe, Da Haus, São Paulo / SP 
- Cinema Apesar da Imagem, Da Haus, São Paulo / SP  

2015 
- Corpo Sub Corpo , Sesc Santos / SP
- FILE – Festival Internacional da Linguagem Eletrônica, SPaulo / SP
- Cine Performa, Red Bull Station, São Paulo / SP 
- Cinepiscina, Sesc Santos / SP



2012
- Illuminotions, Brain4Ideas, São Paulo / SP

2008
- Slideluck Potshow, São Paulo / SP
- X- Filet, Casa da Xiclet, São Paulo / SP
- Ser Urbano, Casa da Xiclet, São Paulo / SP 

Residencies

2018
- Casavoa, Rio de Janeiro / RJ
- Kaaysá, Boiçucanga / SP

2016
- Residência São Jerônimo, Belém / PA

Publications

2015
- 1000 Folhas / Jubarte e Mugidor publishers

Public Collections

Céu de Céus
- Coleção de Arte da Cidade, under the care of Centro Cultural São Paulo 
– CCSP

 

Others

2015
- member of the jury of the 23º Salão de Artes Plásticas de Mococa / SP


